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Using the linear dependence of the ratio of direct and indirect integrated rotational line fluorescence on the iuverse -41 
pressure. we obtam more accurate rate constants for rotational relaation- k = (91.3 t 1.9) x lo3 Pa-’ s-l and for viira- 
tional plus electronic relaxation: k = (21.0 2 0.9) x lo3 Pa-’ 5-t of cw-hxer-excited BsO(A 1 1. U* = 8. J’ = 49) ti cotiion 

mith Ar. The experiments were performed on BaO produced in a pas-flow system using oxidanrs N,O, 0, and CO1 at xari- 
able argon pressures 

l_ Introduction 

In laser-rnduced fluorescence (LIF) experiments, 
excitation of one specific roviironic level can be ob- 

tained due to the small linewidth of the laser light. 
Both timedependent [1,2] and steady-state [3-101 
applications of this method have been used in the 
study of excited-state collisronal relaxation of homo- 

nuclear [3-71 as well as of heteronuclear [1,2,7-101 
diatomic molecules, with different perturber gases 
(mostly rare gases). 

After excrtatron of a specific rovibronic level, other 

levels will also be populated due to inelastic collisions_ 
The fluorescence intensity from each level is a probe 
for the probabihty of a collisional transition to that 
level. Under singlecollision conditions, i.e. if the radi- 
ative lifetime of the excited state is short compared to 

the mverse collision frequency, these intensities will 
increase linearly with perturber gas density. At higher 
densities deviations from this linear dependence will be 
found as an increasing number of excited molecules 
undergo more than one collision before they radiate. 
In many of the experiments it was uncertarn that sin- 

glecollision conditions were met. In this paper we de- 
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rive an exact relation between perturber gas densiry 
and the ratio of direct and indirect fluorescence rnten- 
sity; this ratio is related immediately to the ratio of 
the numbers of excited molecules radiating without or 
with previous inelastic collision(s)_ We use this relation 
to determine overall rate constants for rotational re- 
laxation and for vibrational relaxation together with 
quenchmg of BaO(A 1 Z, u’ = 8, J’ = 49) in Ar The re- 

lation we derive holds also under multiple collision 
conditions. 

The precision obrained with this new method can 

be demonstrated by a comparison with previous mea- 
surements made by Gottscho et al. using optical-opti- 
cal double resonance [11,12] _ From measured state- 
to-state rate constants, they have calculated overall 
cross sections for rotational relaxarion of BaO(A 1 C, U’ 
= 1, J’ = 0 or 15) in Ar. Johnson [lo] has measured 

quenching rate constants of BaO(A 1 C) in He for vari- 
ous initial vibrational levels: we cannot, however, com- 
pare his results with ours as we have not separated vr- 
brational relaxation from quenching in the expeti- 
ments reported here. In a forthcoming paper we shall 
report on this separation that is now in progress 

A preliminary version of OUT present paper has been 

presented [13] _ 
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2. Thcoly 

h excited BaO rr~olcculc c3n decay through four 
drfferent channels: 

( 1) radiative decay before the molecule has under- 
gone any inclast ic collisron; 

(7) r3diatrve decay after the molecule has under- 
gone rotat iorrchangrng collisions only, 

(3) radrativc decay after the molecule h&s under- 
gone vrhratron- and (possrbly) rotationchangng collr- 
sions. but no quenching collisions; and 

(4) quenchrnp, (electronically inclnstic collision). 

In the first case WC speak of &‘IECI /kr- fluorescence 
in t hc second of idircct line fluorescence. rn analogy 
ICI :rtornrc fluorcsccrrcc [ 141. Together they 3re called 

direct hotfd/luorescence By contrast the fluorescence 
which OCCUIS In case (3) is called rndrrerf bmld fluores- 
CCI)C-c*. No fhmrcsccc~c nt 311 will hc seen in czrsc (4). 

At a given perturbcr gas pressure p the prohabilitres 
for the different kinds of inel.utic collisions per unit 
of tirne can be written 3s follows. tEinE the himolccu- 
Ia1 rate connantskj: 

(1) k,p for a rotatiorrchanging collision; 
(2)&p for a vibration-chanpng collismr~. and 

(3) k,,p for 3 querrchrng colhsron. 
The prohahrlrty of a radiat nfe transit ron per unrt 

trme is Riven by the Einstein coefficients A 3nd docc 
not depend on t hc inrt la1 rot at ronal quarit urn number 
The fraction of huerexcited molecules thnt cxhibrt di- 
rect line lluorcscence is then given by 

n/l,? + (AI : k, +lQp] . (1) 

Simrlarly, the fraction of molecules .showirrg duect 
band Iluorcscerrce is 

AllA + (k, + k&l . (2) 

By subtractrng the direct lrne fluoresccrrce rrrtcnsity 
from the drreLt band fluorcscerrcc intensity, one finds 
an expression for the indirect line intensity integrlated 
over all rotation31 levels. The intensity ratio of duct? 
and indirect line fluoresccrrce is 

0) 

h plottiwld,,lf,,,d versus 1 /p OIIC fds values for 

the ovcr3ll rotational relaxation rale corrstzrnt arid for 
the srrm of the rate constants for querrchinR and vihra- 
:ional relaxation. Analogously, one can separate the 
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latter two rate constants by plottmg the Intensity ratio 
between direct and indirect band fluorescence versus 

IlP. 
Fro111 eq. (3) we note that for p --, =, Idlr/f,nJ re- 

mains finite. so direct line fluorescence wiIl always be 
dLstrnct 3s a peak in the spectnrrn. It should be noted 
that all rrrtensities need only bc measured relurive to 
the direct line mtensity. 

3. Exprimcntal 

We excited Ha0 molecules to the A I X. u’ = 8.5’ 
49 st3tc by usrng 3 cw Art laser with 3n output 

power of ==4 W at 488 nrn (Cohcrcrrt CR IO). LrO r~ 

produced by melltrrg Ba metal in a Btoida-type oven 
(e.p. refs. 110.1 S.lh)). consisting of an alurnma crucr- 
blc hcatcd by a tunXstcn fkuncnt. An argon gas flow 

carries vnpourtied Ba into 3 reaction chamber where 
rt meets ;u1 oxidant (N,O. CO,. 02). 

The appar3tus allows us to vnry the partr;rl prescure 
of each of the corrrporrcrrts rndcpcnderttly as well as 
Lhc total pressure for a fixed gas cornposrtron. A hrglr- 
resolution monochrom3tor (Jobrn- Yvon ti.H. 1000) 
wrth a rn;rxrrnum lttarnable resolutrorr of’O.Ol nm was 
used to analyze the fluorescence spectrally. f%r the 
experiments reported here. however. we needed only 
3 resolution ;>1’ c-0. I nm. A second monochromator 

wrth much lower resolution (-100 nm) was used to 

monitor the total Iluorcsccncc. It was permanently 
tunul to the complete BaO 8 -* I fluorcsccncc hand. 

Data acquisition W;LS performed by an on-line 
Apple microcomputer that also controlled the rnono- 
chrornatar. Thrs cotnputct mstantaneously divided the 
spectral intensity by the monitor signal. In this w3y 
variations both rn laser intensity and frequency and in 
Ba vapour productrorr were currrpensatcd for. The rru- 
crocomputcr also pcrforrnal the rcqurrcd spectral irr- 
tcgrations. 

Pressure rs measured by a capacitance manometer 
(Baratron) wrth a range of 100 Torr. Headings give 
true absolute pressure. independent of ECLS composi- 

tion. 

4. Results 

In the experiments reported hcrc WC scarmcd the 
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wavelength Inm) 

FIN. 1. BaO(A’ Z. u’ = 8 + X1 C, u’ = 1) fluorescence band 
after ehcitation oPJ’ = 49. Total argon plus oxidant (5%. 
N20) pressure wxs 137.5 Pa The dashed lines show how di- 
rect line fluorescence was separated from indirect line tluo- 
rerence. 

full 8 + 1 band of the BaO(A r Z + X 1 C) transition 
without resolving the rotational structure. Direct line 
fluorescence manifests itself as two peaks - corre- 
sponding to the P and R lines - superimposed on a 
smooth background spectrum of smeared out indirect 

line fluorescence (see fig 1). We took scans at various 
pressures with constant percentage, as well as with 
two different constant partial pressures, of oxidants 
02, N,O or CO,. 

In separating direct from indirect line fluorescence 

intensity we assumed that the background varied 
smoothly under the two direct line peaks. We interpo- 

,,‘, d 1 . f . I 

0 10 20 30 q0 
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Fig. 2. Ratio of direct and intepated indirect line fluores- 
cence Intensities as a functron of the inverse argon pressure. 
0.4 Pa of CO, served as an oxidant for these measurements 
The intercept of the straight line with the horizontal axis is a 
direct measure of k, + kq (see eq. (3)) 

lated it by drawing a straight line and integrated the 
intensity above - ascribed to direct line fluorescence 
- and under - ascribed to indirect line fluorescence 
- separately. The error mtroduced by this separation 
was small. 

In fig. 2 an example is shown of the linear depen- 

dence of Idir/Iind on l/p. From least-squares fits we 
calculated values for the relaxation rate constants; 
these values did not systematically depend on the 
kind of oxidant used, nor on its concentration. Also 
our measurements with a constant percentage of oxi- 
dizer yielded within the error limits the same values - 
though they are expected to be a weighted average of 
the rate constants for argon and oxidant. The esperi- 
mental rate constants spread statistically around the 
overall weighted averages: UC,> = (913 -+ 1.9) X 10; 
Pa-’ 5-l and (i?, +X-9)= (21 0 rC_ 0.9) X lo3 Pa-l s-l ; 
at an estimated temperature of 350 ? 50 K this corre- 
sponds to averaged cross sections (a,> = 92 A’ and 
(0, + a,> = 21.2 AZ, respectiv-ely. This overall cross 

section for rotational relaxation from the uutial u’ = 8. 
J’ = 49 level has the same order of magnitude as those 

found by Got&ho et al. [ 111 for BaO(A I C, u’ = 1): 

ar=40+10~~f~rJ’=Oandor=60~l~~‘forJ’ 
= 15. 

5. Discussion 

Eq. (3) will only be apphcable if the overall rate 

constants for vibrational relaxation and quenching do 
not depend markedly on the rotational quantum num- 
ber 1’. If they dO,ldir/~i”d would not be a linear func- 
tion of l/p at higher pressures_ In none of our plots 
can such a deviation from linearity be noticed. Anoth- 
er assumption underlying the derivation of eq- (3) is 
that no repopulation of the A 11, u’ = 6 state occurs 
after a vibrationally or electronically inelastic cokslon 

Repopulation airer a vibrationally inelastic collision 

cx~ be ignored, as the fraction of thermal collisions 
with sufficient energy for a au’ = +l transition (energy 
defect 500 cm-r) is =lO%. At a mrMrrntm perturber 
gas pressure of 200 Pa we estimare, Using our mea- 
sured value for (X-, + k,) as an upper limit, that for the 
next lower level U’ = 7 spontaneous decay and (further) 
downward vibrational relaxation are each at least 10 
times likelier than a transition back to u’ = 8. This 1~ 

confirmed by experiment as we detected at this pres- 
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sure only a faint fluorescence from IJ’ = 9 and none 

from higher’u’. Collisional rcpopulat 1011 of u’ - (I from 
u’ < 7 IS of course even less probable. For simdar rea- 
sons repopulat ton after an elect romcally mclastlc colb- 

sion does not OCCUI unless the transitions involve only 

a small change in energy. Because of the Frartck- 
Condon princ~plc this leads in the case of BaO(A ‘X.u 

= 8) to the exclusion of all intermediate states except 
possibly the mctaslable a 3 ZZ 117,181. Colblonal mm- 
ing between the A 12: and the a 3x would then imply 
a prc.ssurc&pcn@cnt lengthcnmg of the effcctivc radla- 
ttve lifetime of A l Z, u’ = 8 Icvcls, invahdating the hn- 
carity of eq. (3). As stated above, we did not fmd a de- 

mallon from lincafity, even at h@cr pressures. Prcvi- 

ous measurements, C.F. by Johnson 1101 for BaO’ col- 
ltilons wth Ilc UI a much wider pre~urc I;ingc of 60 
to 2500 Pa. did not show any pressure dependence of 
thu cffcctlvc radiative lifctimc c~thcr. 

6. Conclusion 

The theory derived above enables us tc mcasule 

rate constants with low resolution and at moderately 
high perturbcr gas pressures, I.C. lrrcspcctivc of the 

realization of sinp,lecollision conditionr. Both contrih- 
ute to a good signal-to-noise ratio and therefore the 

experimental error improves considerably compared 

to earlier work [ 11.121 . It should furthermore be 

noted that all intensity mcasurcmcnti need only bc 
made rcla~ivr to the direct line infcnscty. 

‘Ihe work described m this paper was perforrncd as 

part of the research progamme of the “Stichting VOW 

Fundamenteel Onderzoek der Materie” (FOM) with 
fiilancial support from the “Ncdcrlandse Organisatie 

voor Zu~vcr Wetenschappelijk Onderzock” (TWO). 
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